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Challenges 

Healthcare spaces can be overwhelmingly large and complex, making navigation a daunting task for patients, 
especially those in pain. The size and layout of these facilities often lead to confusion and added stress, under-
scoring the need for improved wayfinding solutions to help patients find their way around more easily. Beyond 
enhancing the patient experience, there are numerous opportunities to improve staff communication and recog-
nize the contributions of donors' and employees' achievements. This is why choosing the right digital signage 
software is critical to success.

How 22Miles Solves This

In healthcare, we recognize the utmost value of time, and updating digital screens should be a simple task. That's 
why we created an intuitive and straightforward content management system. Your staff can effortlessly make 
content changes without extensive training or coding expertise. From updating 3D wayfinding maps and building 
directories to modifying existing messages or creating new ones, the 22Miles platform empowers you easily and 
flexibly. As an innovative and powerful content management system, it seamlessly integrates with your existing 
hardware and caters to all your digital signage needs. Rest assured, your screen content management is in capa-
ble hands, leaving you more time to focus on what matters most – providing exceptional healthcare services.

What 22Miles Offers

Donor and Foundation Walls
• Recognize donors, celebrate your history, and share patient 

stories via dynamic, engaging content
• Use QR code for on-the-spot donations
• Easy to make edits or add new content
• Recognition wall is perfect for nurse appreciation board
• Interactive screens for additional information to engage 

visitors

Physician and Building Directory
• Create building directories that are easily updated
• Provide touchscreen and mobile app access to help 

visitors find providers quickly
• Warmly welcome patients and visitors as they enter the 

building
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Why 22Miles

The 22Miles digital signage applications empower signage owners to easily customize 
every project's look and feel, creating a memorable and lasting experience. Powered by 
our robust, easy-to-use content management software, designing, developing, and 
managing content has never been more accessible. You can manage content changes, 
edit 3D wayfinding maps, schedule temporary routing, and more. With fully customiz-
able integrations for digital signage, 22Miles brings limitless content experiences from 
idea to installation.

Interactive 3D Wayfinding
• Guide patients, visitors, & staff via 

dynamic 3D wayfinding
• Ideal for multiple floors and 

complex layouts
• Maps are transferable to mobile 

devices with a QR code for naviga-
tion on-the-go

• Includes ADA routing and accessibili-
ty options

Staff Signage
• Omnichannel staff communications
• Display required educational training 

content
• Motivate teams with inspiring 

quotes, patient survey feedback, and 
team goals

• Send critical communications via 
screens, kiosks, video walls, and 
mobile

Healthcare Solution Benefits

Experience the unparalleled expertise of 22Miles, where we deeply grasp the distinctive needs of health-
care facilities. With thousands already benefiting from our cutting-edge solutions, we take pride in provid-
ing a feature-rich suite tailored to enhance the healthcare journey for both patients and staff. From the 
very first moment a patient enters your facility, we prioritize elevating their experience. Our platform 
serves as the key to transforming your healthcare facility into a haven of care and seamless communica-
tion. Trust in 22Miles to empower your organization with the tools and capabilities to deliver exceptional 
healthcare services while creating a welcoming environment for all.


